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ests, may rank very high. From all this three main facts appear: (1)
the north temperate zone o£ cyclonic storms is the best part of the world
climatically so far as man is concerned; (2) coastal regions are more
favorable than continental interiors unless the latter are helped by some
special condition such as altitude or lakes; and (3) the southern hemis-
phere has good areas corresponding to those of the northern, but not
equal to them.
Climate and Civilization
How Climate Influences Character. Health and energy have an im-
portant relation to character. Where the climate is stimulating and
people's health is good, it is easy to be industrious. When people get up
in the morning in such places a large number of them feel like working
hard. They have the kind of energy that is needed for making inven-
tions, trying new methods, and carrying out reforms. They do not neces-
sarily have more ideas than others, but their energy enables them to put
the ideas into practice. In an invigorating climate it is also easier to be
honest and sober and self-controlled than in a more enervating one. It is
much easier to speak the truth or to control one's temper when one feels
strong than when one feels weak.
People who live in stimulating climates are likely to look down upon
those who live in enervating climates. This is a great mistake. The effect
of climate is like that of food. We do not look down upon people who are
weak because they have been unable to get good food. Missionaries and
colonial administrators in tropical countries have found that although
religion, education, and good government may have a strong uplifting
effect upon the inhabitants, it is almost impossible to overcome the effect
of the climate. This simply means that will power, industry, and self-
reliance depend upon health as well as upon inheritance and training.
Because a person happens to be born in an unfavorable climate he is not
necessarily incapable or less high minded than those born where the
climate is more stimulating. In fact when a man who lives in an un-
favorable climate such as that of Venezuela distinguishes himself he de-
serves greater credit than an equally distinguished man from a more
favored region such as Louisiana, and much more than one who lives in a
highly stimulating region like Ohio. The Venezuelan has to draw upon
his own will power for much of his energy, while the man from Ohio is
greatly helped by a stimulating climate. Thus our southern states deserve
more credit for their achievements than do the northern states.
The Relation of Climate to the Distribution of Civilization. Climatic
energy has much to do with the advance of civilization. B352 and
A-B353 illustrate the distribution of civilization. B352 is based on the

